STAYPUT™ FASTENERS
HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL & CANVAS TO CANVAS
These 3 original Stayput™ Fastener models have been a part of the industrial fabric
industry since the 1950’s. Their popularity and success can be attributed to their clever
design and simplicity. With no parts to corrode or jamb they are the no fuss yet strong,
effective & reliable fastening solution that has been proven over decades of service in
our harsh Australian environment. Originally designed and perfectly suited to marine
use, they are now utilized in many and varied applications worldwide.
The Stayput™ Horizontal and Vertical models
are for fixing fabric to a rigid structure such as a
boat, building or vehicle. They are both available
as a single or double to accept either one or two
#4 eyelets or grommets with approx 9.5mm inside
diameter. They are best secured using a 6g
countersink screw or a 3mm (1/8”) pop rivet.
The Stayput™ Canvas to Canvas models are mainly used to secure roll up
openings in auto or marine covers and roll up
awnings around buildings etc. They are also
available as a single or double to accept either
one or two #4 eyelets or grommets with approx
9.5mm inside diameter. The Canvas to Canvas
are simply installed into the fabric using the
supplied nut through a 6mm (1/4”) hole. When
used for securing a roll-up opening, a strap with
an eyelet installed must be fitted to the top inside of the cover using the supplied
nut. Once the opening is rolled up the strap is looped under the roll and the
eyelet secured over the post and tongue.

CURVED BASE ADAPTOR
The Stayput™ Curved Base has been designed to fit
neatly to the back of our Horizontal and Vertical singles
or doubles. It provides a neat and firm fit when installing
either of these fasteners on a tube or railing with a
diameter of 22 – 25mm.
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